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4 Change is in the air for the SIHH as its 19th edition opens its 

doors to the icy winds of Geneva in January and, no doubt, 

the even icier economic airs of 2009. Within the Palexpo’s 

controlled climate, the watch houses will be doing what they 

can to dispel any such inappropriate cares as new collections 

and even an entire new brand are launched. As QP goes to 

press, the forecast is for dark clouds, but we’re looking for 

the silver linings.

Ken Kessler

Fair 
Trade
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Below: Drool-inducing retro looks mark 
the sublime Jules Audemars Self-Winding 

Chronograph. Available in pink or white gold 
it features a cream dial with black Breguet 

numerals, two subsidiary dials and the first 
automatic chronograph movement in a Jules 

Audemars watch. Power reserve is 60 hours.

Latest in the uber-butch Royal Oak 
Offshore range is the Survivor, employing 
blackened titanium for the cases and 
attachments, including the pushers and 
pusher guards. Its self-winding movement 
has a 60-hour power reserve, and the 
watch is water-resistant to 100m.
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This is a first for QP, a standalone 

preview of Geneva’s haute horlogerie 

watch fair. The reason? Since its inception 

nearly 20 years ago, the Salon International de 

la Haute Horlogerie (SIHH) has overlapped with 

the Basel watch fair in March/April. For 2009, 

though, the Salon has been moved to January. 

And one immediate benefit, at least for European 

journalists, is that its debuts are highlighted on 

their own, instead of being presented to in the 

midst of Baselworld’s freewheeling clamour.

SIHH is organised officially by a committee of 

the FHH (the Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie), 

but in effect by Richemont, the group that 

includes Cartier, Panerai, IWC and another dozen 

or so top brands. The event also plays host to a 

handful of fellow travellers, the proviso being 

that they live up to the haute horlogerie label 

– and they do, with the guest brands including 

Parmigiani Fleurier, Audemars Piguet and  

Girard-Perregaux/JeanRichard. This year, a new 

name has been added to the roster, for 2009  

we will see the launch of an upscale watch line 

from lifestyle behemoth, Polo Ralph Lauren or 

the Ralph Lauren Watch and Jewelry Co, to be  

more precise.

Below: Officine Panerai again turns to light 
yet solid titanium for the Luminor Crono 

Daylight. Housed in a 44mm diameter 
case, it features date, automatic winding, 

satin-y blue dial and C.O.S.C. chronometer 
certification.

Below: Vacheron Constantin’s Collection Excellence Platine will include the elegant Patrimony 
Contemporaine Retrograde Day and Date, with 42.5mm platinum case, sand-blasted platinum 
dial (‘discreetly bearing the exclusive PT950 hallmark’) and a midnight-blue alligator strap 
hand-stitched with woven platinum and silk thread, with a folding clasp also in platinum. We 
get the picture….

Girard-Perregaux Cat’s Eye Annual and Zodiac 
Calendars are tributes ‘to the fascinating dance of 
the stars, an attractive version of time passing by.’ 
Extensive use of mother of pearl, gold and diamonds 
encase a movement that shows the lunar cycle and 
the stages of the zodiac.
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Among the prettiest of the 
retro watches this year will 

be Vacheron Constantin’s 
exquisite Historiques 

American 1921. Inspired by 
a cushion-shaped wristwatch 
with its crown at one o’clock, 

its predecessor is an early 
example of what was called a 
‘driver’s watch’ thanks to the 

angle of the dial. The 21st 
century re-edition is crafted 
in 18K pink gold and with a 

diameter of 40 mm.

One of Girard-Perregaux’s signature 
lines, the multi-time-zone ww.tc 
catalogue has joined the ‘Black 
Is Beautiful’ brigade with 
the stealthy Shadow 
chronograph, with a 43 
mm case made from 

Amongst the hottest 
new pieces to be 
launched at SIHH  
is sure to be one  
of the most extreme 
Audemars Piguets 
yet seen

Wraps are tight on the new PRL line, but its certain 

to be high end – we expect the watch to be closer 

to Van Cleef & Arpels than Baume et Mercier in 

ambition. At this stage we cannot confirm whether 

watchmaking antecedents have been found for Mr. 

Lauren, so we can also assume that the line will 

not be stressing horological credibility too much.

But if the new additions are not enough to get 

the pulse racing, then the impressive array of new 

models from the more familiar brands will certainly 

do the trick.

If there was one particular theme linking each of 

this year’s participants it would be a drive toward 

new complication combinations. Parmigiani Fleurier 

(see page 50) has upgraded the Tondagraph 

line with the addition of a fantastic two-button 
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Left: Parmigiani Fleurier has added a beautiful two-button chronograph with 
tourbillon to the Tondagraph family. It will be offered in an achingly exclusive 

edition of only 15 pieces, in 18 ct. white gold.

Meanwhile there are  
rumours of a revamp of 

one of IWC’s classic lines

A new name will be needed for the delightful complication 
that identifies Van Cleef & Arpels’ ‘Une Journée à Paris’: 

scenes from the City of Lights scroll by as the time passes. 
A set onyx disk serves as the background and represents ‘a 

24 hour cycle on which are superimposed seven feminine 
silhouettes and a child who stroll through a dreamlike Paris.’ 

There are no plans for ‘Une Journée à Scunthorpe.’
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Further Information: www.sihh.ch

chronograph tourbillon. Jaeger-LeCoultre introduces 

a new collection – the Master Grand Tradition – 

with a perpetual calendar tourbillon and a minute 

repeater carrying a two-week power reserve. 

Montblanc’s Villeret 1858 family tread new ground 

with the Grand Chronograph Regulateur and the 

much-anticipated Grand Tourbillon Heuers, while 

Cartier stylishly meet the global demand for haute 

horlogerie with a remarkable set of revisions of 

the brand’s most popular models. 

Amongst the hottest new pieces to be launched 

at SIHH is sure to be one of the most extreme 

Audemars Piguets yet seen – the Royal Oak 

Offshore Survivor, reminiscent of the absolutely 

mental Offshore T3. Meanwhile Vacheron 

Constantin embraced the retro with a revisit to the 

Historiques American 1921.

A full report of SIHH will appear in an upcoming 

issue.  8

IWC is dedicating a special edition of the Portuguese Perpetual Calendar to its ambassador, the 
Portuguese football star Luís Figo. This limited edition of 50 watches in a rose gold case bears Figo’s 

signature on the dial, with his squad number 7 presented as a gold medallion in the rotor.
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